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PREDICTING MINERAL ABUNDANCES FROM REFLECTANCE SPECTRA: 
LABORATORY TESTS. J.F. Mustard and C.M. Pieters, Dept. of Geol. Sci., Brown University, 
Providence RI., 029 12. 

Visible to near-infrared rerlectance spectra of both terrestrial and planetary surfaces contain im- 
portant information concerning the con~position of the surface. Although significant progress has 
been made in developing quantitative methods of information extraction from reflectance spectra (e.g 
1 ,2 ,3) ,  applications to intimate inixtures are difficult due to the highly nonlinear nature of mixing sys- 
tematics. We have been developing and testing a method for estimating mineral abundances in a mix- 
ture based on Hapke's (4) model of bidirectional reflectance for applications using data from high 
spectral and spatial resolution imaging spectrometers (e.g. AVIRIS, VIMS). Initial work with two 
component mixtures indicated that modal mineralogies accurate to within 5% could be predicted from 
reflectance spectra of intimate mixtures. This method was used successfully to map the distribution 
and abundance of surface components at Moses Rock Dike using imaging spectrometer data (5) .  We 
summarize results of the laboratory experiments using binary mixtures and those for mixtures of three 
components which indicate that specific assumptions in the simplified case need to be modified to in- 
crease the predictive accuracy of this method beyond 5 1 0 % .  

In IIapke's (4) model it is proposed that the nonlinear mixing systematics for intimate mixtures 
can be linearized if the reflectances are expressed as single-scattering albedo (SSA). The implicit as- 
sun~ptions are that the particle diameters are much greater than the wavelengths used and that the 
particles have similar shapes. In our previous analyses (6) it was assumed that the endmembers and 
mixtures scatter light isotropically (the phase function (P(g)) = 1.0) and also that the backscatter 
function (B(g)) is negligible at phase angles >IS0. These conditions simplify 1Iapke1s equations such 
that reflectance is a function of SSA and viewing geometry only. This model was tested using binary 
mixtures of the minerals olivine, enstatite, anorthite, and magnetite, as well as mixtures of terrestrial 
desert soils (6) .  Bidirectional reflectance spectra of the endmembers and mixtures were measured 
using RELAB (7) with an incidence angle of 30° and an emergence angle of O0 from 0.4 to 2.5 pm. 
These reflectances were converted to SSA using the simplified version of Hapke's equations and then 
the endmember SSA spectra were fit to the mixture SSA spectra in a least squares sense. The propor- 
tion of each endmember required to minimize the error of the fit determined the relative geometric 
cross-section (RGXS). The RGXS is proportional to mass fraction / density x particle diameter. 
Since the particle diameters and densities are known for each endmember in the mixtures, the mass 
fractions can be calculated and compared to the actual values. It was found that the mass fractions 
for the binary mixtures could be predicted to within 5% for mixtures not containing dark or low al- 
bedo (<lo% reflectance) components. For mixtures containing low albedo components such as mag- 
netite this method systematically overpredicted the high albedo component and underpredicted the 
low albedo component. 

The accuracy of this method for mixtures of more that two components was tested using ternary 
mixtures of olivine, enstatite, and anorthite. RGXS and mass fractions were determined for seven 
mixtures using the same method and assumptions described above. The con~puted results agreed with 
the actual proportions used to construct the inixtures to within 770. These results along with the 
results from the binary mixtures of the same three minerals are shown in Figure 1.  The deviations in 
calculated abuildances from known abundances in the ternary mixtures is systematic; an underpredic- 
tion of anorthite and an overprediction of the other two components in the mixtures. 

Systematic deviations observed between calculated and actual values suggest that, if Hapke's 
model is correct, the source of the observed errors lies within the assumptions made. We examined 
the sensitivity of the equations relating reflectance and SSA to B(g) and P(g) and determined that, 
while B(g) is still a negligible factor at the viewing geometry used, P(g) can strongly effect the reflec- 
1ancelSSA relationship. 'Therefore the assumption that particulate materials scatter light isotropically 
is probably illaccurate for the minerals used in this study. 

'The scattering behavior of particulate mixtures depends on many properties including particle size 
and shape, grain size distributions, surface texture, internal structures and inclusions, and absorptivity 
( 8 , 9 ) .  In general, however, it is thought that opaque particles are dominantly backscattering 
(P(g)>l .O) while high albedo transparent particles are dominantly foreward scattering (P(g)<l .O) (8). 
If it is assumed that silicate minerals are relatively opaque at low albedos and relatively transparent at 
high albedos then a factor can be included in IIapke's equations that conforms to this assumption. We 
en~pirically determined a relationship where P(g) varies linearly from 1.65 (at SSA=O.O) to (0.9 at 
SSA=l.O). ?'he KGXS and mass fractions for the ternary mixtures shown in Figure 1 as well as for 
mixtures of binary olivine and magnetite were recalculated after including this empirical relationship 
in IIapke's equations. The results are shown graphically in Figure 2 for the ternary mixtures and 
Figure 3 ior the olivine-magnetite mixtures. Including a variable factor for P(g) certainly improves 
the predictive accuracy of this method for ternary mixtures and for the olivine-magnetite mixtures. 

In summary, using a simplified version of the Hapke model, estimates of surface abundances ac- 
curate to within 5-10% can be obtained for surfaces containing intimately mixed components and 
therefore may be used to efficiently analyze spatial variations in abundance from high spectral and 
spatial resolution imaging spectrometer data. fIowever, the results discussed above indicate that ap- 
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propriate phase functions of particulate surfaces may be necessary for obtaining accuracies greater 
than 5-10%. Although a hypothetical phase function was shown to improve the ability of the method 
described to extract quantitative abundance information from spectra, it is important to determine the 
physical basis for an appropriate P(g) experimentally and theoretically. 
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Figure 2. Actual and calculated mass fractions for ter- 
nary mixtures of olivine (OL), anorthite (AN),  and 
enstatite (EN) computed using a hypothetical linear 
relationship for P(g) (see text). Notice the improve- 
ment in the calculated values relative to Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Actual and calculated mass 
fractions computed from bidirectional 
reflectance spectra of mixtures of 
anorthite (AN), enstatitc (EN) and 
olivine (OL) where isotropic scattering 
is assumed. 
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Figure 3. Actual and calculated mass 
fractions for olivine-magnetite mix- 
tures. The lower calculated values 
were corn uled assuming isotropic 
scattering (3) while the upper calcu- 
lated values were computed assuming a 
linear relationship between P(g) and 
single-scattering albedo (see text). 
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